NRTF in association with China Plate, Take Art and The Place
present the Rural Touring Dance Initiative’s second

Dance

Performance

Menu

September 2017 - May 2018

Welcome to the second menu produced
by the Rural Touring Dance Initiative (RTDI)!
Background
Last year the National Rural Touring
Forum joined forces with The Place,
Take Art and China Plate to launch
a brand new three-year initiative
designed to assist in the making and
touring of contemporary accessible
dance to rural areas. The project has
been made possible by a grant from
Arts Council England’s lottery funded
Strategic Touring Programme.
So Far…
We were delighted by the response to
the first Menu which was distributed
in January 16 (covering autumn 16
and spring 17) We had expressions of
interest from 99% of schemes and
were able to programme 64 shows
from the eight companies offered.
The initial response from schemes,
promoters audiences and companies
has been extremely positive. Thanks
to everyone’s tenacity we exceeded
our audience targets and are
beginning to create an awareness in
the dance world that Rural Touring is
a great place to make work for…

“We have now completed our
rural tour and we are all in a state
of bliss. I’ve never experienced
dancers and crew being so satisfied
and wanting to do more... this
experience was a real joy for us all”
Luca Silvestrini, Protein Dance
New Work
Menu 2 contains eight shows being
brought to the rural touring network
for the very first time including world
renowned choreographer Ben Wright’s
brand new piece Keepers which is
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being made through 2017 in partnership with the RTDI as a result of our
artist development programme.
75 companies applied through the
call out this year from which we
have chosen seven, including Joseph
Toonga and The Hiccup Project, both
of whom were part of New Directions
in Falmouth. These companies were
selected to offer a range of ‘ways
into‘ dance, which we hope will help all
schemes/promoters, irrespective of
their past history of promoting dance
to get inspired about programming it.
Most companies have not toured
rurally before so the RTDI has already
invested resources from the project
to ‘rural proof’ their approach to
touring. While the cost and resourcing
of the different pieces vary from
company to company, the cost to
schemes remains constant at around
£600 per performance.
Highlights of Menu 1
As well as our amazing new shows,
we’re bringing you a second
opportunity to programme some of
the fantastic work that went out in
menu 1. Paradise Lost (lies unopened
beside me), Plan B for Utopia and
May Contain Food, May Contain You
are being offered again as we feel
there is so much additional potential
in these pieces. They are now ‘broken
in’ tried and tested pieces so we are
offering these with a straight subsidy
of £200 per show.
We are really excited by the choice
of companies on offer - we hope you
will be too.

BOOKING SHOWS
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This section is most relevant to
scheme managers

We aim to confirm touring dates by
the end of March 2017.

There is a separate booking form
included with the menu. Please note
that we are working to a timeline
which has been requested by the
dance companies to enable them
to contract dancers well in advance
of bookings. We are aware that this
might not fit into some schemes’
customary booking timeline.

We aim to offer companies as much
certainty as possible with bookings
and wish to avoid ‘grey areas’ where
dates are taken by schemes and
subsequently cancelled due to a lack
of take up from village promoters.

The
deadline
for
returning
expressions of interest bookings
is Monday 20 February 2017,
allowing time for information to be
circulated to promoters, choices
and options discussed by schemes
with promoters and returning of the
booking form. We will then create a
series of touring schedules for each
company, aiming to offer schemes
as many first choice options and
dates as possible. Schemes may
find it useful to speak to fellow
schemes in their region and beyond
to coordinate shared interests.

We hope we have given schemes
adequate time to discuss the
programme with local promoters.
Therefore the expectation is that
once a show has been allocated to
a scheme they will find a venue and
audience for it.
Please list the companies (and
preferred touring dates for that
company) that your scheme wishes
to book in order of preference. In
order to moderate and plan national
tours it may not be possible to offer
you your first choice company or
date. Please consider taking midweek dates which will help to make
tours viable.
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form of a workshop for people
local to the venue in advance of
a show and/or an informal postshow discussion with the artists. It is
important schemes commit to these
activities alongside the shows.
NRTF RESPONSIBILITIES
The NRTF will be responsible for
providing financial support for shows,
contracting and paying companies,
providing marketing support and
resources, liaising on tour dates with
companies and schemes, collating
data and evaluating success of
tours. Please also see additional
support noted over the page.
Please only indicate the companies
that you are definitely interested
in and indicate the total number of
shows that you would ideally like to
book. We are planning to support
64 shows over this second touring
period and it may be possible to
offer approximately 1 to 4 supported
shows per touring scheme depending
on scheme demand. It may be
possible for you to book extra shows
at a full fee cost and we can support
you in your discussions with the
companies. There will be a contract
between the scheme and the NRTF
relating to bookings and schemes will
pay the agreed fee to the NRTF.
If you have any questions please
phone or email Claire to talk through
your queries: claire@nrtf.org.uk.
WRAPAROUND ACTIVITY
Each company will be offering
‘wraparound’ activity for each of
their shows and this will vary from
show to show. This could take the
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SCHEME RESPONSIBILITIES
For those schemes that wrote a
letter of support, your commitment
is to take at least one performance
from each menu. You will also enter
into a contract with the NRTF
to pay the agreed fee for each
performance.
We will ask you to participate in a
limited amount of quantitative data
collection (such as audience data for
each performance) and qualitative
evaluation at both audience and
scheme level.
Our overall target for average
audience attendance is 50 and we
would like to exceed this; Claire and
the partners will work with you, the
companies and the local promoters
to achieve successful, high quality
experiences for audiences and
a growing interest in dance
performance.

PROMOTER RESPONSIBILITIES
Promoters are responsible for
choosing,
booking,
publicising
(locally) and selling tickets for
shows; ensuring venues are safe,
accessible and comply with all
insurance and licensing regulations;
liaising with companies leading up
to performances and managing
the show on the day; hosting the
companies if appropriate and paying
the local scheme an agreed fee.
TICKET PRICES
Final ticket prices decisions rest with
the scheme and local promoter. We
are keen to value the professionalism
of the companies while at the same
time understand there might be local
circumstances that might influence
your decision on ticket prices.
MARKETING
Companies will send posters and
fliers to each promoter direct.
Companies will send schemes a
press release for them to distribute
to local promoters well in advance
of performances. In addition to the
publicity the companies will provide,
we are offering further support to
market the shows and support the
promoter to sell tickets. These include
NRTF grants for scheme staff and
local promoters. Claire will also be on
hand to support you on a bespoke
basis.There will be a national PR and
social media campaign to promote
the tours.
‘Go and See ‘ Grants
We have grants available ranging
from £150 to £500. We would like
to support scheme managers,

promoters
members;

and

loyal

audience

• To visit other schemes who are
marketing dance shows to see how
they do it
• To see the show prior to your
performance if dates are available
• To see shows at the annual
NRTF Conference if they are
programmed, or any festival.
Youth
We have funds available to support
work with young people (talk to
Claire).
Claire Smith, Project Manager
(claire@nrtf.org.uk)
Ralph Lister, NRTF
Ed Collier, China Plate
Katey Leader, Take Art
Eddie Nixon & Christina Elliot,
The Place

Dance has changed.
This definitely isn’t a menu of
traditional ‘contemporary dance’;
it’s not ‘experimental’ either.
Very few choreographers making
shows these days rely on abstract
movements and gestures to convey
meaning. They want to tell stories
and are determined to use all kinds
of tools – spoken word, humour,
live music, stage design, songs, food
and community casts – to make
themselves understood.

~ Eddie Nixon
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bgroup: The Keepers

rtdi
new
commissio
n

We are thrilled to include The Keepers in this menu; a newly commissioned piece
of work made specially for RTDI by internationally renowned dance/theatre
maker Ben Wright (Artistic Director of bgroup and Associate Choreographer
for Skånes Dansteater, Sweden).

SHOW information
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show duration: Approx 90 mins with interval
Min. performance space (width x depth): Minimum space 12m x 6m
(roughly size of a badminton court). Performance happens in the middle
and audience are sat within the space on 4 sides. Designed for 60
audience members max 72.
Performed: In the round on the floor, with specially designed raised stage
Get-in / get-out: 8 hours get in (7 hours minimum)
Technically self-contained? Yes
Accommodation required? 5 single rooms please. 3 performers, one
technician and director/operator.
Target audience: Teenagers and adults. Contains adult themes, not
suitable for children.
Additional comments regarding performance space: Smoke effects will be
used in the production and flashing lights.
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £600
Website: www.bgroup.org.uk
Trailer: pending

Dates available
•
•

2017: w/c 11 & 18 September
2018: 6 February until 19 March

wraparound activity
Schemes will be offered post show discussions where possible as a chance to
meet the performers and director.

An intimate new dance-theatre work, The Keepers is a haunting tale of love,
death and monsters, blending the tones of a Wes Anderson movie with the
eerie dread of The Twilight Zone. Isolated for one year Eric Valentine and
Bernard Rose have been stationed at an unnamed lighthouse, at an unknown
time, somewhere on the coast of England. Strangers to each other, the pair
have just begun to lay down the foundations of a friendship when disaster
strikes and a mysterious stranger arrives.

Ben Wright can be booked to lead single workshops or intensives. Fostering a
sense of connection, encouragement and investigation, his workshops provide
spaces to play, make, discuss ideas and consider the threads that lead to
choreographic composition and address creative development. As a dance
artist with over 20 years experience, Ben leads movement-based workshops
for both professional and non-professional participants, actors, singers
and young people. Please note workshops are not available on the day of
performance. Funding for workshops is available via RTDI.

Renowned UK choreographer Ben Wright collaborates with musician and writer
Stuart Warwick to create an immersive and uncanny evening of dance and
theatre.

Reviews for Ben Wright’s previous work:

“Wright is always an entertainer at heart, his work ranging
from the comic through to the mysterious”

“…gripped the imagination and held us fast” Country Life
“Cheekily hovering on the boundary between dance and theatre” Metro

The Guardian
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SHOW information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

uchenna Dance: The Head Wrap Diaries

Show duration: 60 min (no interval)
Min. performance space (width x depth): 6m x 6m
Performed: on stage or on the floor (preferable)
Get-in / get-out: Get in 5-7 hours (negotiable) / Get out 1-2hrs
Technically self-contained? Yes - just need a couple of tables and to put
pictures up on the walls (either hanging or blu tack) for installation.
Accommodation required? For 5 please, single rooms
Target audience: Suitable for all inc families
Additional comments regarding performance space: Your space is
transformed into a hair salon, with audiences sitting ‘within’ the salon. We
will work with each venue to get the right configuration bespoke for your
space. The performers may move around the audience who become
‘customers’ in the salon as they watch the show. Sprung floor is ideal
however we are flexible, please let us know at time of booking what type
of floor you have so we can plan accordingly.
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £600
Website: www.uchennadance.com
Trailer: youtu.be/SjSkdyxOHNA - Short documentary
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErlLF4IVH9Q - Promo

Dates available
Hair – worn long, worn short, worn wavy or in braids – is the subject of The Head
Wrap Diaries, a funny and uplifting dance theatre performance by London
based company Uchenna Dance. It’s an interactive show set in a hair salon
about people, and their ongoing relationship with hair.
Mixing dance, theatre and storytelling with a good dose of humour, the
performance venue is transformed into a Be-U-Tiful hair salon, with wig stands
and chairs set around a performing space. Audience members are welcomed
by stylists Linda and Riyah who will take you on a hair journey that will have you
laughing out loud, thinking about your own (and everyone else’s!) hair while you
learn a thing or two about afro-hair, straight from the hairdresser’s chair.
This exciting dance experience features a fabulously produced score by
Ghanaian musician Kweku Aacht who provides a sizzling soundtrack of sounds
from 90s R’n’B to traditional Ghanaian pop music.

“Here is a performance that is engaging, authentic, culturally rooted and
beautifully danced with an intelligent installation and (head) wrap-around
programme”
Ian Abbott, Writing About Dance
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•
•

2017: September - November
2018: February - March

wraparound activity
A hands-on (and heads-on) pre-show installation and post-show head
wrap bar that includes head wraps for sale, newly commissioned art work,
photography, dolls and examples of afro textured hair. Audiences will have the
opportunity to learn and share different ways of tying head wraps. Bring your
own piece of fabric or experiment with the ones provided. Explore your own
personal style, create your own ‘crown’ and learn a new skill. These activities
are included in the fee.
A head wrap is a cloth that is used to cover/wrap/tie your head. It can be a scarf
(that you would tie around your neck), material handed down in your family, a bed sheet
(cut to size), a sacred cloth or fabric leftover. Men, women and children can, and do,
wear head wraps. Anyone with hair, (no matter its texture), and those without hair, can
wear one. They are a universal accessory worn by many, for many different reasons.

Additional workshops
Costs between £300-500 for workshops, and can work with those 5+ to older
people. Content can include dance, storytelling and head wrapping.
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SHOW information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Show duration: 85 minutes (including 20 minute interval)
Min. performance space (width x depth): 7m x 7m
Performed: on the floor rather than on stage
Get-in / get-out: 9am Get-in desired but can Get-in in 4 hours.
Technically self-contained? Yes
Accommodation required? 1 double, 1 twin, 1 single please
Target audience: 12+
Additional comments regarding performance space: A smooth
performance surface is essential (i.e. not floor boards with large gaps in
between). The show can be performed either end on or in the round. A
smoke machine is used in the show.
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £650
Website: www.jameswiltondance.org.uk
Trailer: www.vimeo.com/87493693

Dates available

james wilton dance: Last Man Standing

•
•

2017: 2 October - 1 Dec
2018: Spring after 26 February

wraparound activity
The company are happy to have a free Q&A session after the performance.

Last Man Standing draws from the tale of Orpheus and Eurydice, as well as
The Last Hero by Terry Pratchett. The performance is about living for the
moment, about appreciating every second and enjoying life while it lasts.
Flying bodies, last minute catches and an energy you can feel as well as see,
Last Man Standing is dance driven by unparalleled energy and athleticism,
performed by world class dancers; an international award winning work by rising
star, James Wilton. Fast becoming renowned for exhilarating choreography
that leaves you breathless, James’ work draws on martial arts, break dancing
and capoeira to create raw, earthy and ground-breaking performance. All of
this is propelled by a trademark soundtrack of heavy rock, ambient music and
textured soundscapes.
The audience will be absorbed in this edge of the seat physicality, as well as
the gripping narrative. They will see dancers fly through the air and land quite
literally at their feet. They will experience every drop of sweat and every gasp
for air.

“I don’t think I’ve seen such precision and perfection in a contemporary
ensemble... even the world’s best classical companies rarely approach this
level of physical discipline” Robert Beale, Manchester Theatre Awards
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Workshops
Dance workshops for all ages and abilities are available; a full education pack is
available on request. Workshops are available on the day of performance and
on a day either side possibly leading to curtain raisers.
Longer educational projects are also available. Workshop fees will be quoted.

”I grew up in a rural community and so I really understand the importance
of bringing work to these areas. Because of this I am keen to tour my work
rurally, to engage with rural audiences and bring them dance that is
compelling, accessible and exciting.“
James Wilton

“The show was completely spellbinding and powerful dance.
It was beautiful and emotional and the way the dancers move together is
fluid and appears effortless. James’ work is going from strength to strength.
It was fantastic to see such exciting work in Cornwall.”
Claire Marshall, Carn to Cove
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SHOW information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show duration: 50 minutes no interval (see options below to extend the
evening)
Min. performance space (width x depth x height): 5m x 5m
Performed: adaptable, can perform on stage or the floor
Get-in / get-out: 3 hours
Technically self-contained? Yes.
Accommodation required? 2 single rooms please
Target audience: Recommended for all ages but some venues may want
to mention age 12+ due to content
Additional comments regarding performance space: Flooring to be
wooden or dance floor (which Keira can source if necessary).
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £600
Website: www.keiradance.com
Trailer: www.keiradance.com

Dates available
•

keira martin: Here Comes Trouble
Here Comes Trouble is a one woman autobiographical show by Keira Martin.
Through a fresh fusion of Irish and contemporary dance theatre the audience
are invited to share Keira’s life and working class upbringing, generously
presented with a sense of humour and irony.
Through a series of stories drawing on social and cultural influences from
Yorkshire, Ireland and Jamaica, Keira rhythmically weaves together traditional
Irish music, song and gusty dance theatre. Best described as Irish dance deep
in thought, she shares hard hitting and heart-warming chapters of her life to
courageously address stereotypes and challenge labels. Witness her build
bridges and burn them again, each time revealing a deeper layer of herself
and her heritage. This feisty yet vulnerable performance is entertaining and
demonstrates the power and elegance of people in a very real, honest way.
Choreographer: Keira Martin | Director: Charlotte Vincent | Music: Jamie Roberts

“Brutally beautiful” MOTUS Dance Festival
“A must see” NAMRON Dance
“Funny, honest, moving” Spin Arts Management
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Generally available throughout autumn 2017 and spring 2018

wraparound activity
Q&A with short film / images and talk linked to the solo performance:
Childhood, background and mixed cultural traditions. Discussing how and why
Here Comes Trouble was made. To open up a discussion with the audience
and share associated stories. This could potentially become a ‘session’/’jam’
if desirable.Also open to inviting the local folk clubs, traditional musicians or
dancers local to the area, to play/perform before or after show. Audience to
share what they learnt in a workshop if that has taken place (above included
in fee).
Food could be served by promoters to accompany any of the above or an
informal ‘chat with Keira’. Food could be themed around the cultures from
Keira’s heritage of Ireland, Yorkshire or Jamaica.
One hour workshops available possibly on the day depending on travel. Or
day before the performance, again depending on tour schedule. Workshops
offered:
•
•
•

Traditional Irish Dance for all ages, non dancers to professionals.
Traditional Ceilidh social dance for all ages, non dancers to professionals.
Fusion of Contemporary and Irish for all ages, non dancers to professionals.

Available to work with a local community group or school. Workshop included
in fee.
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SHOW information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

just us dance theatre: It’s Between Us

Dates available

A night with Joseph Toonga

wraparound activity

A thrilling and moving mixed bill of dance and music from award-winning dance
maker Joseph Toonga and British R&B singer-lyricist Orin Norbert.
It’s Between Us is made up of a potent mix of styles that will appeal to all.
Immerse yourself in the rhythms and energy of hip hop, as the dancers share
experiences of friendship, love and belonging accompanied by the sweet,
reminiscing original music of soul-hop by Orin Norbert.
So join in the dancing spirit and experience the freshest faces in UK music and
dance.

“it will blow your mind - the quality is breathtaking.”
New Directions delegate

“This was beautiful, lyrical, musical and movement perfection”
Audience feedback
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Show duration: 60 mins plus 15 minute interval where live music will continue
Min. performance space (width x depth): 7m x 7m (floor) for dancers plus
space for singer, who can fit into whatever space there is on the side of the
performance space or possibly on a small raised stage if the venue has one.
Performed: on the floor or on a suitable stage
Get-in / get-out: Get in: 5 hours / Get out: 30-45 mins
Technically self-contained? Yes. The company will tour with lighting/sound
equipment and a technician. Orin will be singing to recorded tracks, we
just need sockets for electric.
Accommodation required? for 6 please; 3 twin rooms would be fine.
Additional comments regarding performance space: We will be bringing
a dance floor with us and will make it fit into the space (min. 7x7m). The
show will be in cabaret style so seating in a semi circle of ‘end on’.
Target audience: All ages
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £650
Website: www.justusdancetheatre.org
Trailer: youtu.be/NPBSIlxxi-M

•
•

2017: September and November
2018: general availability in the spring

A small dance battle/dance circle could happen after the show to get the
audience up and dancing. This will entail everyone standing in a circle and
cheering each other on while people choose to dance in the middle of the circle.
All music will be provided for this activity. If workshops had taken place it can
also be a chance for participants to get up and show what they learnt/created.
This is certainly not compulsory, and is a suggestion only, included in fee.
Serving food at the end of the show or in the interval could enhance the
evening especially when the meal is accompanied by live vocalist Orin who
would entertain while the audience has supper.
Just Us Dance Theatre can offer a 1-2 hour workshop on the day of the
performance in a nearby space. The workshops can be bespoke or repertoire
based, dependent on the needs of the participants. They will include exploring
the hip hop genre. No previous dance experience is required, for all abilities and
backgrounds, from ages 10+ (Maximum of 30 participants per workshop).
School groups could perform curtain raiser after participating in an extended
workshop. A free workshop will be included in the fee for each performance.
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SHOW information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show duration: 90 mins plus interval
Min. performance space (width x depth): 3m x 5m
Performed: On stage (company can provide staging) and amongst the
audience. Ideally cabaret seating.
Get-in / get-out: 5 hour get in, 1.5 hour get out
Technically self-contained? Yes
Accommodation required? for up to 5 performers and 1 technician –
ideally 2 twin and 2 singles but happy to be flexible.
Target audience: Ages 12+
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £600
Website: www.spiltmilkdance.co.uk
Trailer: www.spiltmilkdance.co.uk/gallery/video/little-love-cabaret-trailer/

Dates available
•

2018: January - May

wraparound activity

spiltmilk: The Little Love Cabaret
Packed with passion, The Little Love Cabaret is a scrapbook of real-life love
stories collected from contributors aged 2 – 92 across the country. Ultimate
heart throbs, full-on obsessions, awkward mixed up emotions combine in a
heart-warming, fun-filled, and at times completely absurd cabaret reminding
us of the lengths we will go to for the things we love.
Gather round tables, pour drinks and get lost in the whirlwind romance of
this cabaret night like no other. Somewhere between a sketch show, dance
performance, confessional and a gushing love letter, join Spiltmilk Dance and
some special guests to rejoice in all the things that make life brilliant!
Described as “Dance but not dance…like hiding vegetables in kids’ food”, Spiltmilk
Dance have been sticking a big fat ray of sunshine into contemporary dance
since 2006.

“It is hugely important to us that audiences coming to see our shows really feel
part of something rather than just a passive being passive viewers. As such
we have carefully crafted The Little Love Cabaret to be an interactive evening,
drawing the audience into the action in a comfortable and enjoyable way. The
charming hosts chat to the audience throughout, there is the opportunity to
get involved and even have a sing song.
Being a cabaret style event makes for a sociable evening as the audience gather
around tables and we would encourage drinks and nibbles to be enjoyed by
all! There will also be an interval during the evening. There is a possibility of the
company setting up activities for audience members to do before the show
starts that may impact the content of the show.
We regularly offer workshops which go alongside our performances. These
can be delivered to all ages, we will tailor them as appropriate – whether
that be primary aged children, secondary aged young people, older adults in
the community with an interest in dance or a parent and toddler session. A
Spiltmilk workshop aims to offer a fun and engaging experience to participants
who may or may not have danced before. Workshops typically last 1 hour.”

“Sheer unserious delight!”
“Ingenious audience participation”
“Stupendously mad fun – just brilliant!”
Audience member comments about Spiltmilk Dance
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SHOW information
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

curious seed: Chalk About

•
•
•

Duration: 55 minutes, no interval
Min performance space: 7 x 7m (happy to consider slightly smaller venues)
Performed: on floor, unless raked seating available then can be on stage.
It could also be switched around so that the audience is seated on stage
and the show is performed on the floor.
Get-in / get-out: 5 hours minimum, ideally more / 30 mins get out
Technically self-contained? Yes
Accommodation required? For 4 please, single rooms.
Target audience: for all ages though 8+ recommended
Additional comments regarding performance space: Ideally we require a
wooden sprung or semi-sprung floor. The company tours its own dance
floor that will be laid on top; N.B. this cannot be laid directly on a concrete
floor. The audience needs to be able to see the floor; the seating
configuration can be adapted to maximise sight lines according to each
venue but is generally end-on or partially around 3 sides. We may require
different levels of seating, i.e. mats/floor cushions, low benches, chairs, etc
to ensure audience members of all ages can see the floor area where the
performance takes place – this can be toured by the company if required.
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £600
Website: www.curious-seed.com/chalk-about
Trailer: www.vimeo.com/70906112

Dates available

This is a perfect show for a family audience

2018: May

Chalk About is a playful, funny and sometimes moving look at how we see
ourselves and others featuring dance, drawing, chat and one brilliant scene
containing everything you could wish for.

wraparound activity

Turning the stage into a gigantic chalkboard, Chalk About explores the nature of
identity. What makes us who we are? Is it where we are from? How we talk?
Our pasts or our futures? Or is it the way we dance? Come on a journey to see
how two performers find new and inventive ways to share their stories in this
joyous and thought-provoking show that has been enjoyed across the globe by
children and adults alike.

•

Chalk About has been performed more than 130 times for over 7,000 people in
11 countries including prestigious venues and festivals such as the New Zealand
International Festival, Sadler’s Wells (London) and Sydney Opera House.

•

“Some of the most brilliantly imaginative, humorous, touching theatre
I have seen this year” The Times HHHHH
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•

We are happy to talk with programmers about what might work for them and
their venue. Here are some things we have done before:

•

•

Join the company on stage after the show to enjoy some chalking on the
floor! Draw your own stories and pictures inspired by the show – this is a
great family and friends activity.
Post-show Q&A session: meet the dancers after the performance for an
informal talk, where you will have a chance to ask questions and share your
own feelings and thoughts about what happened on stage and the making
of the show.
Creative workshops for young people and/or families aged 8+. Based on
the ideas explored in Chalk About, company members lead a fun creative
workshop incorporating simple activities and themes from the show. 75
mins duration and is for groups of up to 20 young people for family and
school groups.
Learning Pack available for teachers on request.
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SHOW information
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Duration: 60 mins, no interval
Min performance space (width x depth): 7 x 7m ideally, but can do 6 x 6m
Performed: on the floor
Get-in / get-out: 3-4 hours / 1.5 hours
Technically self-contained? Yes
Accommodation required? 1 twin & 1 single room, or 3 singles please
Target audience: 15+
Additional comments regarding performance space: Ideally we require
a wooden sprung or semi sprung floor. The company will tour its own
dance floor to be laid on top. The seating configuration can be adapted
to maximise sight lines according to each venue. The audience can view
the show end on with chairs set out in straight lines (or in a semi circle) or
cabaret style seating would also work for this show.
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £600
Website: www.thehiccupproject.com
Trailer: www.vimeo.com/138725500

Dates available

the hiccup project: May-We-Go-Round

•
•

2017: October – November
2018: early February

wraparound activity
In a collision of fiercely energetic dance and comedic theatre, multi-award
winning May-We-Go-Round is an enjoyable show about romance… Playful,
poignant and laugh out loud funny, Cristina and Chess open a window into
the highs and heart-breaking lows of their romantic encounters. From
direct extracts in Chess’ diary aged 10 to teenage summer flings, the show
encapsulates the emotional rollercoaster of young love, lust, heartbreak and
disappointment. Ultimately, this is a show for anyone who has been in love or
even lusted from afar.
The Hiccup Project is a Brighton-based comedy dance/theatre duo making
work with a humorous and gritty take on real-life experience. Their aim is
to create engaging, innovative and accessible work that can be enjoyed by
audiences with or without prior experience of theatre and dance.

“Outstanding. Theatre and dance that throws custard pies at convention”
Fringe Review, Brighton Fringe 2015 HHHHH

“We thought your show was absolutely FANTASTIC.
Light, lots of energy, thrilling and so talented”

The Hiccup Project are happy to lead a social dance after the show or simply
hold a Q&A after a short break where audience members get a drink and
come and sit down again – or informally in an alternative space like the bar.
They can also run creative dance workshops on the day of the performance in
nearby space. Age 11+, 60mins, up to 25 people.
Note from Project Manager Claire: “We think The Hiccup Project could be
booked by a village hall for a one off evening performance but we think it would
also have fabulous potential as a way of engaging with youth groups/young
dancers/secondary school groups in a residency format. RTDI has some funds
to put towards this type of extended activity.” (see below)
Youth dance workshops/residency
For young people between ages 15-25, we could offer a residency format,
which could last from 2-5 days. This would give young people an introduction
to physical theatre, an insight into key processes into how we make work and
the chance to learn repertoire from the show. This could lead to participants
performing something with the company on the day/evening of the performance.

Pegasus Theatre, Oxford, Robert, aged 64
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SHOW information
•
•
•

Photo: Zoe Manders

•

Lost dog: Paradise Lost (lies unopened beside me)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Show duration: 75 minutes; no interval
Min. performance space (width x depth x height): 6m x 6m x 3.5m
Performed: Either on the floor or a suitable sized stage (max audience is
50 if performed on the floor)
Get-in / get-out: We ask for help unloading the van between 11am-noon. We
then set up from noon until 6pm, during which which we are self sufficient.
We do then need help loading the van again at 10pm.
Technically self-contained? Yes, but need loading crew. Haze is used.
Accommodation required? Two single rooms
Target audience: 14+
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £900 (with £200 subsidy £700).
Website: www.lostdogdance.co.uk
Trailer: www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZg8kF2jVkg

Dates available
•
•

2017: 3-18 Nov / 29 Nov - 4 Dec
2018: 9-26 March

wraparound activity
The company would be happy to organise a Q&A session after the show.

A one man staging of Milton’s epic poem Paradise Lost and not like whatever
came into your head when you read the first bit of that sentence. Combining
theatre, comedy and movement this is a journey through the story of the
creation of everything, condensed into 75 minutes.
It is a show which brings you the highlights of this well-known but often forgotten
story beginning with Lucifer’s rebellion and ending with Adam and Eve’s expulsion
from the garden of Eden. A single man plays all the characters, creates all the
scenes and, despite his best efforts, falls a little short of perfection. A show for
anyone who has created anything (child, garden, paper aeroplane) and then
watched it spiral out of control.
In 2016 Ben Duke won the National Dance Critics Award for Outstanding Male
Performance for Paradise Lost (lies unopened beside me). The show was
shortlisted for a Total Theatre Award at Edinburgh Fringe Festival in August
2015 and for the South Bank Sky Arts Award for dance in 2016.

Workshops on the unique creative process are available and usually take place
the morning after a performance (if no other show date is booked for that
day). £250 half day, £350 full day. For ages 14+.

Feedback from Lost Dog’s autumn 2016 rural tour:

“We were both so touched by so much of the content
and how universal Ben made the story”
Sarah Peterkin, Take Art Scheme Manager, Somerset

“Ben Duke created an immediate rapport with the audience and
held us throughout - an excellent performance - brilliant piece”
Audience member, Artsreach, Dorset

“Such a brilliant performance”
Helen Upshall, Promoter

“A heavenly new take on Milton” Evening Standard HHHHH
“The comedy is divine, but the images of love and loss are achingly human”
The Independent HHHHH
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Luca Silvestrini’s Protein:

SHOW information
• Show duration: Approx 1 hr 30 including an ‘interval’ coordinated by the
performers.
• Min. performance space (width x depth x height): 5m x 5m x 6m.
• Performed: on the floor. The space is configured in cabaret style layout,
with audience sitting at round tables around a central performance
area. The company will bring tables, and the size of the space will affect
audience capacity.
• Get-in / get-out: Min. 5 hours Get-in / max. 2 hours Get-out
• Technically self-contained? Yes
• Accommodation required? For 4 please, in separate rooms
• Target audience: 12+ (guidance) and families welcome
• Additional comments regarding performance space: Reasonable quality
floor required, non-carpeted. Where possible please provide sturdy and
comfortable ‘banqueting’ style chairs.
• Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £800 (with £200 subsidy, £600)
• Website: www.proteindance.co.uk
• Trailer: https://youtu.be/6VzzCWP8KcA (NB: This trailer is for the full 8
person show. A new trailer (for this 2 person adaptation) will be made in
advance of the Spring 2018 tour to use.

May Contain Food, May Contain You

Dates available

Join award winning Protein for a highly entertaining evening with friends and
family. Transforming your local hall into a restaurant, you are invited to sit
around decorated tables to watch and digest the performance that unfolds
around you.

wraparound activity

Your charming and multi-talented hosts will win your affections with a playful
mix of dances, songs and humorous monologues. Food will certainly be on the
menu, as the performance involves amuse-bouches and baking a scrumptious
sticky ginger pudding for everyone to share! With a raffle orchestrated by the
performers during the interval, this sumptuous evening promises to make you
smile, and enjoy the curious relationship we have with food.

“A lip-smacking fusion of song, dance, mime and sweet aperitif tomatoes”

•

2018: 19 Feb – 25 March, avoiding Half Term and Easter Holidays

Audience members are invited to bring with them some food that they have
made, grown or bought. Upon arrival the performers will meet and greet the
audience, inviting them into the space and to take a seat. The venue bar can
be opened at this point. Protein uses the interval to host a raffle - where food
related prizes are won. All money raised goes directly back to the venue. After
the show the performers will invite the audience to stay and drink with them.
The bar can be opened again, and there will be an opportunity to eat and
share any food that has been brought along to the show..
Workshops: These can be tailored to your needs and requirements. Please
email protein@proteindance.co.uk.

The Guardian HHHH

Feedback from Protein’s autumn 2016 Rural Tour:

“I found it really exciting, totally engaging and innovative as well as accessible
and relevant to a wide audience…we all felt like guests at a dinner party
rather than an audience in a theatre!”

“Excellent, beautiful singing, music, theatre, dance and food.
What more could you want?”

Karen Kidman, Community Touring Manager, Creative Arts East

“Superbly crafted! I thought it was stunning”

Audience member, Grittleton Village Hall
Audience member, Wem Town Hall
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SHOW information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

joan Clevillé Dance: Plan B for Utopia

Show duration: 60 min (no interval)
Min. performance space (width x depth): 7m x 7m (smaller spaces
considered)
Performed: on stage or on the floor
Get-in / get-out: 7 hours (negotiable) / 1 hour
Technically self-contained? Yes
Accommodation? For 5; 2 singles & 1 triple or 1 twin & 1 single please
Target audience: 10+
Additional comments regarding performance space: Ideally we require a
wooden sprung or semi-sprung floor. The company tours its own dance
floor that will be laid on top. The seating configuration can be adapted to
maximise sight-lines according to each venue. We use a smoke-machine
during the show, so any fire-alarm system needs to be switched off
during the afternoon tech rehearsal and performance.
Fee (to the rural touring scheme): £900 (with £200 subsidy, £700)
Website: www.joanclevilledance.com
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/132943878

Dates available
•

2018: Feb - March

wraparound activity
You have a plan, and then you don’t. You have a dream, and then you wake up.
You fall in love, and your heart gets broken. The question is: do you pick up the
pieces and try again?
Plan B for Utopia is a playful and uplifting dance theatre work by Scotlandbased company Joan Clevillé Dance. It’s a show about how we choose to live
our lives; about having a dream, giving it up and trying again, but above all, it’s a
story about friendship. Mixing dance, theatre and storytelling with a good dose
of humour, the performance features classic songs like ‘Somewhere Over the
Rainbow’, ‘When You Wish Upon a Star’ and ‘What a Wonderful World’.

“It made me laugh and it made me cry - this show was excellent, and up
there with the best I saw suitable for rural touring at the Edinburgh Fringe”
Emyr Bell, North East Arts Touring network

“Plan B for Utopia asks a series of big questions and then distills them down
using dance, theatre and spoken word to explore the notion of utopia and
what it means for you. The movement is explosive, funny... with great energy
and charisma. It is a very playful show.”
Lyndsey Wilson, Spot On Lancashire
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Post-show talk
Meet the dancers and the choreographer after the performance for an
informal talk, where everyone will have a chance to ask questions and share
their feelings and thoughts about what happened on stage. The company will
share a chocolate birthday cake which is featured during the show!
Interactive installation
Take a ‘selfie’ wearing one of the show’s costumes, write a wish and hang
it on our wish wall or have a go at building a castle in the air. Joan Clevillé
Dance will transform the performance space before and after the show with
an interactive installation made up of props, texts and images giving some
context and information about the themes of the piece in a playful way.
Creative dance workshops
Available on the day of the performance in a nearby space. Join Joan Clevillé
Dance for a creative dance session and feel energised, inspired and connected
to your body! This inclusive workshop will be based on Plan B for Utopia,
exploring the role of creativity and imagination as a catalyst for change. Come
on your own, with friends or your family. No previous experience required, for all
abilities / ages 9+. Workshop lasts 1 hour, for up to 25 people. Fee: £50
27

“

Dance has been at the core of our 2016 autumn season,
and the RTDI has provided a supportive framework as we endeavour
to build audiences here in north Devon. Not only were we treated to
exquisite storytelling performance pieces and workshops but also
enjoyed community participation work. Audience numbers were high
and it’s pleasing to know that with the RTDI’s input we have started on
a journey to create a rural hub for small scale dance events in our
area. We had feedback like, ‘It was epic, Brilliant, I just want to
learn to dance now!’. We are looking forward to the
next two years of the RTDI.

		

”

Claire Ayres, Communities Manager, Beaford Arts

The Rural Touring Dance Initiative is a 3-year national project, as
part of a 5-year strategic partnership led by the National Rural
Touring Forum, with China Plate, Take Art and The Place, along
with rural touring schemes, primarily in England but also in Wales
and Scotland.
Find out more at www.ruraltouringdance.com
Supported by Arts Council England
via their Strategic Touring Fund
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